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EXCELLENT WRAPPING
INTELLIWRAP uses a combination of
electronics and hydraulics to monitor
the wrapping process and continuously
control the film overlap.
Depending on local circumstances, crop
conditions and storage periods, the
amount of film layers (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9...)
can easily be adjusted.
This enables excellent distribution of the
film around the bale and precise overlap
of the film, providing maximum efficiency
and increased silage quality.
*Patent or patent pending in one or more countries.

Request a demonstration today!
CONTACT YOUR KUHN AREA SALES MANAGER:
DS DAVID SHARP - 07802 389184
ND NIGEL DONKIN - 07802 389185

DS

DR DAVID ROSE - 07802 389186
LS LOUISE SKINNER - 07802 389182

DS

TH TIM HOLLIDAY- 07802 389181
DR

JH JOHN HULLAND - 07802 389183
For more information on machines, offers and services
contact us or your local authorised KUHN dealership.

5 LAYER FILM SELECTION

The bale is covered with 3 layers at 67% overlap
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*Please see T&C’s. Based on 50% of retail.
KUHN Finance
0845 366 KUHN (5846)

TRUE WRAPPING INTELLIGENCE
KUHN introduces a true innovation in bale wrapping with the SW 4014. This
versatile self-loading square and round bale wrapper features a unique
patented* AUTOLOAD function for non-stop fully automatic wrapping.

ALWAYS IN CONTROL

The SW 4014 is ISOBUS compatible.
NON-STOP WRAPPING WITH AUTOLOAD*
The innovative AUTOLOAD function provides non-stop fully automatic loading, Now available with the *NEW* CCI 800
control box.
wrapping and unloading of square and round bales. AUTOLOAD detects
approaching bales, automatically scans the length of the bale and sets the
loading arms into the pre-load position, resulting in accurate loading, wrapping
and unloading of the bale on the go. This leads to increased overall capacity
and creates a more ergonomic and stressless working environment during a
long working day.
* AUTOLOAD parameters:
1) Square bale length must be between 0.75 and 2 m.
2) Driving speed must be constant and between 0.5 and max. 4 km/h during
scanning and loading.

OPTIMAL VERSATILITY
The SW 4014 is capable of wrapping large square, medium
square and round bales up to 1500 kg. Wrapping of round
bales is possible without any additional equipment or
mechanical adjustments. All predefined bale dimensions can
easily be selected via the control box.

EXCEPTIONAL BALE HANDLING
The smart design of the SW 4014 guarantees easy
(un)loading of the bales, front and backwards, even when
dropped in hard-to-reach locations. All bales are (un)loaded
without the risk of damage or soil contamination due to the
2 patented* pair of steel rollers.
*Patent or patent pending in one or more countries

OUTSTANDING STABILITY
Thanks to its solid design, with an incorporated hydraulic sliding
frame, an extreme wide track is achieved for outstanding stability
of the machine. This unique “drive through” operation enables
easy loading of the bale and excellent visibility of the wrapping
process. The SW 4014 has an operational width of 4 m in the
field but reduces to 2.5 m during transport.
To prevent film damage during transport, the SW 4014 is fitted
with large mud guards. 19,0/45x17 wide wheels are also
optional.

The wrapper folds from its 2.5m transport position into its 4 m wide field position.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The AUTOLOAD function is based on Category II Laser technology. First the laser sensor, situated inside the top cover at the
front side of the machine, scans the area ahead of the bale wrapper. In addition to this, a wheel sensor is placed on the left
which measures the forward speed and distance to the bale.
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The laser sensor measures the ground level.
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The laser sensor detects the end of the bale.
The bale length is now identified.
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The laser sensor has detected the bale.
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Depending on the driving speed, the loading
arms are activated at the right time to load the
bale in the centre of the rollers.
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The laser sensor has detected the edge of the
bale. The bale length measurement is taken
by counting pulses on the wheel sensor. The
loading arms move to the pre-load position
(based on the pre-defined bale width).
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While wrapping, it is possible to drive to the
next bale.

If bales are dropped in ditches, under fences or even in corners of the field, the SW 4014 AUTOLOAD still allows you to
load bales manually, forwards and backwards.

USER STORY - SW 4014

For livestock farmer and agricultural contractor, Richard
Woodsworth, the ability to negotiate the tight lanes and
gateways of the Yorkshire Dales is key to providing a fast and
reliable bale wrapping service during the busy grass
harvesting season.

The SW 4014 also ensures a rapid work rate by being easy to manoeuvre
between fields. “With some machines, it’s impossible to take the most
direct route from one field to the next, simply because the local lanes
are too narrow,” Lee adds. “Finding an alternative route can take 30-40
minutes and can add up to several lost hours over an entire day.
“With the SW 4014, I know that if the baler can fit through a tight gap, the
wrapper will easily follow thanks to its ability to transform from a working
width of four metres, down to just 2.5m in transport mode.”
The SW 4014 can also pick bales from the tightest spots. “For really
difficult bales, such as those dropped against dry stone walls or in tight
corners, I can simply reverse the wrapper over them,” Lee describes.
“The wrapper’s rotors only need to be able to pinch the last 12 inches of
the bale to pull it into a more accessible location.”

In addition to his own flock of 800 breeding ewes and 100 beef sucklers,
Richard Woodsworth of Brown Hill Farm near Skipton also operates an
agricultural contracting and groundwork business from his farm in the
Yorkshire Dales.
One of the main functions provided by his business, Bolton Abbey Bobcats,
is a bale-wrapping service, with his primary operator, Lee Greenwood,
wrapping over 10,000 bales per season.
“We wrap bales for farmers throughout Nidderdale, Wharfedale and the
Yorkshire Dales National Park,” Richard explains, “with our success
coming down to our ability to balance the summer’s heavy grass
harvesting workload with the need to negotiate a network of narrow lines,
tight gateways and hard to access fields.”
“Most modern equipment is too big for the hillside meadows and
moorland fringes that we operate on,” Lee adds. “Fortunately, there are
still a few manufacturers who appreciate that not all farms are located on
wide, open land and that farmers and contractors like ourselves need kit
which can travel between small fields with ease.”
Five years ago, Richard purchased a KUHN SW 4004 trailed bale wrapper,
using it successfully for four seasons before replacing it with a new SW
4014 last year. In common with its predecessor, the SW 4014 is capable
of wrapping square and round bales and shares the outgoing machine’s
rapid throughput rate and easy manoeuvrability.

The SW 4014 also suits the Yorkshire Dales landscape thanks to its
lightweight design. “With favourable weather windows seemingly getting
shorter and shorter, we often need to work on wet or soft ground,”
Lee continues to explain. “For the SW 4014 that’s not a problem. The
machine is very light (2,820 kg) and can operate without leaving a mark.
Our customers tell us that’s one thing they really appreciate, especially as
many of them are operating within the constraints of various HLS stewardship schemes which dictate that meadows have to be cut and baled
within specific dates.”
Another feature Lee’s customers place great value on, is the ability to
determine which way up bales are deposited. “When applying four or
eight revolutions of film, the wrapper automatically drops bales with the
film knots facing upwards,” Lee describes. “However, with six layers, the
bales will land with the knots facing down. By using the ISOBUS control
panel to programme the wrapper, I can tell the machine to rotate the bales
through an additional 180 degrees to make sure the bales always land
with the knots uppermost. That makes it easier to unwrap the bales when
feeding out and is recognised by customers who appreciate the extra
attention to detail.”
The SW 4014 is also equipped with KUHN’s new laser-guided Autoload
facility although Lee rarely uses this feature. “In an ideal scenario,
bales would be lined up in straight lines across a uniformly flat field,” he
explains. “Under those circumstances, the Autoload system would let
me use the machine with very little operator input. Unfortunately, that’s
rarely, if ever, the case in the Dales. It is however good to know that the
automatic facility is there for times when someone else is operating the
wrapper.”

“Depending on the size of bales and how many layers of film and overlap
are required, we’re wrapping between 50 and 75 bales per hour,” Lee
continues. “The way the KUHN machine’s rollers pinch and pick up the
bales up makes it a fluid and continuous process, with one bale being
wrapped while travelling towards the next. On average, I can wrap a bale
every 60 seconds.”

“Last year we had to draft in another driver with no prior wrapping
experience,” Richard concludes. “The Autoload feature made the machine
simple and easy for him to use and allowed us to keep ahead of the
summer’s busy workload.”
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